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Abstract
In recently, the blockchain has grown in prominence,

but studies have concentrated on its underlying con-
sensus mechanisms. The majority of the present con-
sensus mechanism study focuses on public blockchains
but is based on advanced distributed algorithms or con-
sensus algorithms which are currently in use. On the
consortium blockchain, many different application sce-
narios have been created, however few researchers fo-
cus on bespoke consistency algorithms. Furthermore,
while building consensus procedures, security and per-
formance must be traded off. Proof of Vote (PoV) is the
name given to the efficient voting-based consensus algo-
rithm disclosed in this paper.With the fundamental con-
cept of creating distinct security identities for network
nodes, PoV distinguishes among voting & bookkeeping
rights. EPoV is an effective voting-based consensus al-
gorithm that we propose in our paper. We change the
gaps in PoV to Extend PoV, as required by the power
grid system model. The comprehensive and in-depth fi-
nal result aims to expand on current knowledge of PoV’s
possible applications and open up new research direc-
tions
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1 Introduction
1.1 Smart Grid System Model

Power & energy system infrastructure with operation
are constantly improved by incorporating new power
generation designs and cutting-edge protection and con-
trol technologies. As a consequence, multiple protective
strategies & control methods were needed to guarantee
the reliability of smart energy systems. Because energy

and power supply affect practically each part of our lives
in certain manner, incorporating new digital methods in
the power system has grown crucial in past few decades.
Structures including smart buildings, Smart Grids (SGs),
smart houses, smart appliances, & tech devices incorpo-
rate technological tools. Improvements in data transfer
via communications systems, as well as different meth-
ods for improving communications infrastructure safety
via intelligent systems, have contributed to the present
study focus in this subject [6] [14].

1.2 Block Chain Design Model
The blockchain was created as a novel method of data

storage for the network of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin
[7]. This could keep all past statistical info, account
statements, as well as other pertinent data by adopting
a self-referencing blockchain system for storing infor-
mation. A tremendous quantity of information is stored
in a peer-to-peer distributed network [16] and is cryp-
tographically bundled into several data blocks. Every
data block in the chain structure contains the critical
identification data (Hash) of the previous blocks, con-
necting the blocks chronologically to produce a globally
dispersed log record [3]. If hackers wish to change a
particular data item within a block, they need recalcu-
late the blocks as well as all subsequent block info. The
consensus mechanism, which renders data manipulation
for attackers computationally almost impossible, is one
of the blockchain’s key innovations. Blockchain appli-
cation fosters spontaneous self-development in a decen-
tralised system by utilising a consensus process, peer-to-
peer transmission, distributed storage, & cryptography
[10].

The three major blockchain classifications are public,
private, and consortium blockchains [4]. Due to its open-
ness, untraceability, and limited controllability, the pub-
lic blockchain is subject to a number of prohibitions in
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many nations. The consortium blockchain provides the
advantage of achieving ”partial decentralisation” across
some established structures, hence keeping the consor-
tium effective & fair. It is a hybrid of the private & public
blockchain systems. Depending on the engagement of
significant international banking heavyweights in the R3
CEV blockchain project [9], banking firms seem to be
drawn to the use cases of consortium blockchains. The
transparency and unreliability of information on the In-
ternet allow for identity theft. Therefore, traditional In-
ternet transaction data needs to be verified as accurate by
a third-party reputable agency [8]. Online trading poses
a security risk because if a third-party platform fails, the
assurance it offers cannot be relied upon. Because it is
built on cryptography rather than trust, the blockchain is
a key capability for effectively conveying & safely pre-
serving transaction information.

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)-based consensus
uses a voting-based mechanism to improve efficiency
at the cost of safety. Since of access issues, there are
less nodes, allowing the ultimate choice to be based on
the voting outcomes of the bulk of nodes. Instances of
widespread BFT consensus are PBFT and BFT-SMART
[5], [2]. The introduction of centralized nodes into the
distributed system in BFT-based blockchain results in an
improvement in throughput. With the fundamental con-
cept of creating distinct security identities for network
nodes, PoV (Proof of Vote) [11], [12] separates the vot-
ing rights and bookkeeping rights. Unlike a third-party
mediator or uncontrollable public awareness, the results
of vote among core consortium members decide block
creation & authentication. When there are more than 100
nodes, PoV only has total traffic complexity of O(3N),
which is a significant improvement over BFT-based con-
sensus.

Blockchain is an irreversible distributed ledger that en-
ables the storage of information without the involvement
of a third party. Blockchain technology has piqued the
interest of many researchers, notably in its use in smart
grid cyber security. Despite considerable attempts to
employ blockchain in the smart grid for data security,
a comprehensive study of blockchain in the smart grid
for cyber security from both an application & techni-
cal standpoint is lacking. 51% attack tolerance, near-
impossible manipulation, and no finality are all influ-
enced by security performance. 33.33% attack tolerance,
changeable, finality enabled [20]. Overcoming this dif-
ficulty, we are going to focus on a novel technique and
preforming superior results.

1.3 Focus and Gap
According to our previous research, a PoV consensus

block chain could be a realistic option for increasing the
data safety of the current power strategy. In addition, a
previous study found a 51% attack vulnerability in the
block chain and smart grid. Finally, the system’s effi-
cacy has been analyzed based on the possibility of at-
tacks, and it has been determined to be successful. Thus,

we claimed that using metres as nodes in a distributed
net that encodes metre data as blocks could enhance the
rigidity & security of the power grid. The use of PoV
in the proposed distributed Block-chain for power grid
networks increases the level of security and resistance to
cyber-attacks. Additional future work targeted at safe-
guarding against cyberattacks while finding a balance
between privacy protection and regulation will improve
the performance of our Block-chain system with PoV
agreement. So, we are focused on the Extended PoV
approach, in order to satisfy or improve the privacy and
confidentiality of people’s information.

1.4 Objective
To propose an Extended Proof-Of-Vote Consensus to

attain resilience and consistency of the framework. Our
work is the combination of Proof-Of-Work and Proof-
Of-Vote. In our research, we use PoW to strengthen se-
curity & satisfy or enhance the confidentiality and safety
of people’s information. When adopting our recom-
mended approaches, the produced blockchains and votes
that are gathered and counted are secure and safe. We
highlight various conditions that must be met in order to
update the consensus process of a PoW blockchain in a
safe, profitable, and easy manner. The proposal should
strengthen the security of our consensus by minimizing
existing attack avenues and blocking new ones. Depend-
ing on the cryptographic underpinning of blockchain
systems, PoW ensures its security & confidentiality by
utilising the secure and dependable setting of the com-
missioner nodes. This paper presents a comprehensive
consensus mechanism that utilizes voting processes with
consortium blockchains. The existing consensus tech-
nique sacrifices performance to ensure security because
security and availability are so important. Under safety-
assured settings, our approach can offer better block
chain efficiency with minimal transaction identification
delays.

Our proposed method is structured as follows: Section
2 covers writings that are connected to one another. Part
3 explains our proposed technique, including the tools
and methodology we applied. The conclusion and dis-
cussion are included in Section 4. The paper concludes
at Section 5.

2 Related Works
In this section, we look at existing studies, authors, and

proposed blockchain models, as well as their pros and
cons.

According to Line et al. [13] presented the security
architecture as a block chain in smart grid application.
This system does have a few drawbacks. Some compo-
nents of the layered stack are not industry standard. This
lack of standardisation affects cross-protocol levels like
the service layer as well as the performance monitoring
layer, which might have an influence on security token
issuance & maintenance.
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Figure 1. Four roles in PoV

Anusha Vangala et al [18], proposed a fresh smart grid-
based blockchain-envisioned authenticated key agree-
ment technique for a setting of smart farming. Com-
paring the proposed SCBAS-SF to various authentica-
tion systems, a detailed comparison reveals that it of-
fers higher security at a lower communication cost and
comparable computation cost. Block-chain technology
has been viewed as a viable approach for addressing the
aforementioned cyber security challenges in smart grids
[16-19].

Sengan et al. [1] demonstrated the integrity of false
data cyber-attacks in the physical layers of smart grids.
The work then concentrates on employing an Agent-
based strategy to decentralise Data Integrity Safety in the
network. Lastly, the productivity and efficiency of the
created modelling strategies are empirically evaluated
and contrasted to current framework supervised deep-
learning models. The next section gives the detailed ex-
planation of our proposed work.

3 Research Methodology
3.1 Techniques Used

Problem Definition The PoV consensus mechanism
proposed by the consortium blockchain is expected to
meet the following requirements:

Consistency: All nodes’ copies of the blockchain data
should be able to achieve a last consistent state and pro-
vide a single external service. In PoV, the end validation
and tamper-resistance of transactions are realized with
just one block, which has consensus termination.

Availability: The system’s services should always be
accessible owing to the consensus mechanism. The sys-
tem should react to every operation request in a certain
amount of time. PoV makes sure that, with the right pa-
rameter values, the consensus process can operate and
generate blocks in a finite amount of time.

Partition Tolerance: When the system breaks down
in any network partition, the distributed system should
ensure the provision of services. With specific security
presumptions, PoV can tolerate partitions to a certain ex-
tent.

Efficient: The throughput must be as high as fea-
sible, measured as the overall amount of transactions∑

i |tixihi| executed per unit time.
Proof of Vote (PoV) The PoV consensus algo-

rithm is detailly explained in this section. Proof of

Vote (PoV) consensus procedure provide superior ef-
fectiveness than present ones in terms of security, re-
source consumption, transaction throughput & trans-
action confirmation time. In the consensus PoV de-
sign, nodes are classified into four roles: commissioner,
butler, butler candidate, & ordinary user. The func-
tions in the PoV system are depicted in Figure 1.

Commissioner: A consortium committee is formed by
a number of businesses or organization’s from around
the world, and the group works together to operate a
consortium blockchain system. One of the consortium
committee members, a commissioner may also serve in
other capacities. To join the network, a new commis-
sioner should be authorized under it’s proposed consor-
tium rule & recognized by a node on the consortium
blockchain system. The butlers are subject to commis-
sioner recommendations, votes, and evaluations. Addi-
tionally, they have a duty to forward and confirm blocks
of data. All commissioners will receive broadcasts of
newly created blocks in the blockchain network for ver-
ification. A block is deemed genuine and added to the
blockchain when it receives a majority of votes. Voting
outcomes reflect the consensus of all commissioners.

Butler: Block production is a specialty of butlers.
There are a finite number of butler nodes. By design-
ing the butler job, we separate the voting with book-
keeping rights. While butlers are in charge of generating
blocks, or bookkeeping, voting is handled by commis-
sioners. Butlers are similar to Bitcoin’s miners, but they
don’t have to squander processing resources to claim the
right to make blocks. Instead, they are chosen at ran-
dom by the consensus rule to produce a block. A but-
ler must gather network transfers, put them together into
a block, and then sign the block. To choose the butler
team, the commissioners cast votes for butler applicants.
The butlers alternately create blocks in a random man-
ner throughout their tenure, then when their terms ex-
pire, they agree to run for office again. At the same time,
a node can serve as both a commissioner and a butler.
Two steps are required to become a butler:
•Sign up as a candidate for butler. •Gain the butler’s

election.
Butler Candidate: Because there are a finite num-

ber of butlers, commissioners can only choose butlers
by ballot from candidates who are butlers. If the butler
candidates don’t win, they can hang around online while
they wait for the next election. To become a butler can-
didate, follow these three steps:
• Make an user id in the consortium platform and sub-

mit an application for the post of butler • Send a letter of
recommendation dated and signed by at least one com-
missioner. The commissioner calls an asymmetric en-
cryption function to produce the recommendation letter,
which is produced similarly to the invitation code. To
avoid forgery, the recommended letter is encrypted us-
ing the private key.
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Figure 3. Consensus model of one tenure cycle

• Make the required deposit to apply to be a butler. For
the purpose of recommending themselves to be butler
candidates, commissioners can continue to serve in both
of their dual responsibilities as commissioners and butler
candidates.

Ordinary User: Ordinary users do not need permis-
sion to enter or exit the system at any time. While ac-
cepting assistance of the system, they can also observe
the entire consensus process. Ordinary users are required
to participate in the block forwarding process as well as
have the right to submit transactions during the block
generating process.

PoV offers a flexible node access mechanism and a
representation mechanism that substantially minimize
communication complexity, greatly enhancing scalabil-
ity [19]. The blockchain’s throughput is significantly
constrained by the serial production of blocks because it
still records data in a linked framework. Figure 2 shows
relationship between the roles used in PoV.

Figure 2. Conversion of four roles

3.2 Experimental setup
This section describes the experimental procedures

employed in our proposed method. For our planned E-
PoV effort, we use a consensus and voting process.

Consensus Process
We utilize the notation Nc for the number of com-

missioners, Nb for butlers, Nbc for butler candidates,
and No for ordinary users. The total number of roles
is Nall because each node may have several identities.
This meets the condition Nall ≤ Nc + Nb + Nbc + No,
where Nb is a constant. Each butler is given a num-
ber between 0 and Nb − 1 for each tenure. Typically,
there are more butler aspirants than butlers available
(Nbc < Nb). To guarantee that the process operates
well, the butlers would be given numerous statistics if
Nbc < Nb, that is, there are not enough contenders for
the position of butler. For instance, when Nb = 8 and
Nbc = 6, the system progressively allocates the butlers

{B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B1, B2} the numbers from 0
to 7. The butlers B1 and B2, who received the most
votes, can each receive two butler numbers.

We suppose that the butler has a tenure of Tw during
which time every tenure, Bw + 1 valid blocks are gen-
erated, the final among which is a special block holding
information on the butlers’ elections & associated data.
For a block to be considered legitimate, it must amass at

A valid block is produced by a butler during a round of
consensus. Every round of tenure has a total of Bw + 1
rounds of consensus, during which Bw + 1 valid blocks
are created. At the end of every consensus round, the
butler invokes a procedure to generate a random integer.
The responsibility of creating a block in the next con-
sensus round is therefore assigned to the butler whose
number equals R. The (R+ 1)th butler will re

The special block is the (Bw + 1)th block created dur-
ing the tenure. In this round of consensus, the current
butlers & butler hopefuls compete to become the next
butlers of the upcoming tenure. The most popular Nb

candidates will ultimately prevail in the election, with
each commissioner providing a voting list. The results
of the election and related data will be entered into this
unique block. After this unique block was constructed,
the current butlers formally retired, as well as the fresh
butlers started working in the new tenure.

Voting Process The ”proof of vote” concept is repre-
sented in the layout of two types of consensus mecha-
nisms. The butler team is supported by the second and
the block production by the first. By returning their sig-
natures, the commissioners cast their votes.

Voting for block production: Butler i generates a
block and sends it to every commissioner. If Butler i
agrees to produce this block, a commissioner will en-
crypt the block header and return the signature to him.
The block is considered legitimate if Butler i receives at
least

⌊
Nc

2

⌋
+ 1 signatures in the allotted per

Voting for the butler candidate: Butler j solicits
votes from each commissioner. After collecting and tal-
lying the ballots, Butler j creates a separate block con-
taining the results of the election and any relevant docu-
ments. This block is then transferred to all commission-
ers for confirmation.

Voting for the butler candidate: Butler j solicits
votes from each commissioner. After collecting and tal-
lying the ballots, Butler j creates a separate block con-
taining the results of the election and any relevant doc-
uments. This block is then transferred to all commis-
sioners for confirmation. Every commissioner retains a
database of the butler candi

Designated tickets: The commissioner selects a cer-
tain group of candidates while considering individual as-
pects, or selects a random group of candidates, increas-
ing the butler’s mobility.

3.3 Object of study
Extended Proof of Vote (EPoV) The current plat-

forms have a number of limitations, including modu-
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Figure 4. Proposed EPoV architecture

lar design, parallel computing, and privacy protection.
In our analytical article, we use extended proof of vote
to get beyond the privacy protection. Because of the
great security features in Proof of Work, we integrate
it with Proof of Vote. The generated blockchains and
the votes that are gathered and counted are secure and
safe when using our proposed methods. We outline
some conditions in order to update a PoW blockchain’s
consensus mechanism in a safe, profitable, and smooth
manner [15]. By reducing known attack vectors and
blocking new ones, the plan should increase the secu-
rity of our consensus. In essence, the system must be
incentive-compatible, meaning that voters and commis-
sioners should gain by adhering to the consensus rules
while losing out if they do not. Depending on the cryp-
tographic underpinning of blockchain systems, PoW en-
sures its safety & confidentiality by utilising the secure
and reliable surroundings of the commissioner nodes.
In this work, a full consensus model based on voting
processes & consortium blockchains is provided. The
existing consensus technique sacrifices performance to
ensure security because security and availability are so
important. Under safety-assured settings, our approach
may offer high block chain efficiency & minimal trans-
action identification delays. We will examine the validity
of POV in this section, which can be influenced by two
factors: the incentive system and the voting process [17].
Figure 4 shows our proposed Extended Proof of Vote ar-
chitecture. According to this diagram, ordinary nodes
are attempting to join the candidate block before choos-
ing to join the butler side. We create blocks on the butler
side using our consortium algorithm. Votes generated by
the commissioner are sent to the consortium blocks after
the blocks have been generated, and the proposed EPoV
method is then used to secure the votes in the consor-
tium blocks. Our major goal is to secure or protect the
votes and blocks that the commissioners and voters have
produced and are registered in the proof of vote.

Security Lemma 1: Consider that there are Nc com-
missioners. Blocks are secure and legal as long as there
are more than

⌊
Nc

2

⌋
+ 1 effective commissioners.

Proof: Assume it is possible to successfully validate
unlawful blocks. When there are more effectively com-
missioners than

⌊
Nc

2

⌋
+ 1, the effective commissioners

won’t sign an illegal block because a butler has to obtain
more than

⌊
Nc

2

⌋
+1 signatures to generate a valid block.

Consequently, the maximum number of signatures on an
unlawful block is Nc− ≤

In order to accomplish desired results, implementing a
new control system physically entails adjusting and uti-
lizing a variety of physical characteristics within the sys-
tem. This could entail modifying forces, energy, or other
physical characteristics in order to affect the system’s
state or behavior. To improve the security and effec-
tiveness of blockchain networks, a new control system
that utilizes voting procedures and cryptographic prin-
ciples (like those that support Proof of Work) is intro-
duced within the framework of the Extended Proof of
Vote (EPoV) architecture that is described in the analyt-
ical article. Physically speaking, this might entail:

Utilizing Computational Power: Computational
power is needed for Proof of Work (PoW) to protect the
blockchain network. The method makes use of compu-
tational resources to guarantee the security and integrity
of the blockchain by fusing PoW with the EPoV voting
mechanism.

Managing Energy Consumption: PoW systems fre-
quently use large amounts of energy since mining re-
quires a lot of processing power. Optimizing energy
consumption while preserving security is critical from
a physical point of view. It’s possible that the new con-
trol system will include techniques to reduce energy use
without sacrificing security.

Ensuring Data Integrity: Ensuring the integrity of
votes and blocks is crucial in EPoV. Physically speak-
ing, this can entail safeguards like encryption techniques
or secure communication lines that guard against data
manipulation or corruption.

Optimizing Resource Allocation: The goal of EPoV
is to strike a compromise between security, privacy, and
efficiency. Achieving these goals physically depends
on allocating compute power, bandwidth, and other re-
sources as optimally as possible.

Enhancing System Resilience: When designing a
new control system, it is essential to take into account
how resilient the system is to outside threats or distur-
bances. Physical steps like adding redundancy to hard-
ware, spreading out network nodes, or putting failover
mechanisms in place could be part of this.

In order to accomplish the intended security, efficiency,
and resilience goals specified in the EPoV design, adding
a new control system generally entails adjusting and
managing physical parameters within the system.

4 Result And Discussion
The success of the proposed approach is examined in

the section on results and discussion. The proposed tech-
nique is carried out using the Python framework. The
system configuration for the suggested solution consists
of a display that does not enable pen or touch input, a 64-
bit operating system, an x64-based processor, and 16.0
GB of RAM. The cumulative distribution function with
chi-square transmission and the cumulative distribution
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function with non-central chi-square dispersion are ex-
amined using the possibility of mass function. The like-
lihood that a discrete random variable, X, equals a par-
ticular number is expressed as a function over the sample
space of X called the probability mass function (PMF).

Figure 5. Probability Mass Function

The proposed approach’s probability mass function is
shown in Figure 5 along with the likelihood of success
and the number of successful trials. The cumulative dis-
tribution curve is employed to explain the response vari-
able’s probability density function. It can be used to de-
scribe the potential for a discrete, continuous, or mixed
parameter. The probability density function is added to
determine the total probability for a random variable.

Figure 6. CDF of Chi-square distribution

Figure 5 represents the CDF of the chi-square distribu-
tion. The statistical technique known as the chi-square
test is utilized to describe the connection among the cat-
egorical variables or columns in the database. It is used
to demonstrate correlation without considering the order
of the data. The chi-square test can be used in the follow-
ing ways: Describe, in turn, the H0 and H1 suppositions.
Determine the value of alpha (α) based on the domain
you are functioning in. You should be prepared to tol-
erate a 0.5% risk or margin of error if α = 0.05. Check
the information for Nans or other mistakes of this nature.
Check the underlying assumptions of the test. After the
test has been completed, determine whether to accept or
reject the null hypothesis (H0). The Chi-square test pro-
cedure looks like this:

x2 =
∑

i
(Oi−Ei)

2

Ei

Where, x2= chi-square, Oi = observed value, Ei= ex-
pected value. A research instrument for evaluating a

number of data items is the Chi-square equation. It is in-
dicated by x2 and applied to information that have char-
acteristics dispersed across various groups.

4.1 Potential applications of the results
Intriguing prospects for applications in physics and

other natural sciences are presented by the Extended
Proof of Vote (EPoV) architecture that proposed in this
analytical study. Here are some possible uses for such a
system:

Scientific Research Collaboration: In scientific
research collaborations, EPoV could be used to safe-
guard and authenticate votes and blocks in consortium
blockchains. Transparency and integrity in scientific re-
search might be ensured by employing EPoV to securely
preserve and verify study findings, experimental data,
and even peer review procedures.

Data Integrity in Environmental Monitoring: EPoV
could be used in environmental research domains to pro-
tect sensor-derived data that tracks several environmen-
tal characteristics like biodiversity, water quality, and
air quality. EPoV has the potential to bolster confi-
dence in environmental monitoring initiatives and facil-
itate evidence-based decision-making for environmental
conservation and management by guaranteeing the valid-
ity and integrity of data held on consortium blockchains.

Secure Data Sharing in Astronomy: Researchers
and observatories may benefit from the safe exchange
and validation of astronomical data through the use of
vEPoV. Collaboration and data integrity within the as-
tronomy community might be ensured by storing obser-
vational data, computational models, and catalogs of ce-
lestial objects in consortium blockchains using EPoV.

Blockchain-based Particle Physics Experiments:
EPoV has the potential to safeguard and validate data
produced by particle physics experiments carried out
at massive colliders . Through the use of consortium
blockchains with EPoV, scientists could safely store and
exchange experimental data, promoting cooperation and
guaranteeing the accuracy of results in particle physics
research.

Securing Genetic Data in Biology: Biology-related
consortium blockchains storing genetic data may be pro-
tected and verified with EPoV. With the use of EPoV, ge-
netic sequences, gene expression profiles, and genomic
variants might be safely captured, improving data pri-
vacy and integrity for uses in personalized medicine and
genetic research.

In conclusion, this article’s proposed EPoV architec-
ture presents a viable method for safeguarding votes and
blocks in consortium blockchains, with possible appli-
cations across a range of physics and other natural sci-
entific areas. By guaranteeing data confidentiality, trans-
parency, and integrity, EPoV may help to advance sci-
entific cooperation and study in these areas. The final
section contains our document’s conclusion.
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5 Conclusion And Future Work
This article offers an innovative form of consortium-

oriented consensus algorithm POV. In order to secure
our built blockchain and the votes cast throughout the
voting process, we additionally introduce Proof of Work
alongside Proof of Vote. The PoV design, that is
founded on the idea of voting by consortium members, is
founded on the credibility difference among the consor-
tium blockchain’s core nodes as well as other nodes. The
PoV paradigm defines four roles. The technique creates
a voting system that guarantees that the consensus re-
sults are confirmed by a vast number of the commission-
ers but also offers the butler and butler candidate roles to
guarantee consensus node rotation. Our future work will
focus on detailed theoretical analysis and technical im-
plementation, which will make it more suitable for real-
world application scenarios.
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